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Chapter 651 

Two x** fighter jets and five country x field tanks suddenly appeared in 

Philadelphia, which made Augustine and others stunned. Even Augustine’s 

previous hatred for Sstan and Kevin disappeared instantly. disappear. 

Soon, dozens of military trucks appeared, and on top of each military vehicle 

stood regular soldiers with light and heavy weapons, their eyes were as sharp 

as eagles, and they scanned the audience. 

Not long after, a large white military truck stopped in front of Augustine and 

others. 

The car door opened, and a man in military uniform walked out first. Judging 

from his military rank, he was at the rank of captain. 

“Stop!” The captain snapped as he looked at Augustine and the others. 

In the next second, hundreds of heavily armed soldiers poured out from the 

military vehicle, pointing their muzzles at Augustine and the others. 

At this moment, Augustine’s whole body was drenched in cold sweat. These 

people are the regular army of country X! 

Today, Augustine still has a little fantasy, thinking that the regular army sent 

by country X to Philadelphia should not be aimed at them, maybe it is for 

Satan! 

Yes, it must be satan! 



Augustine became more and more convinced that only at the level of Satan 

could it be possible for country X to send out regular troops to deal with it. 

“What is your name!” 

A certain corporal walked up to Augustine, held a submachine gun, and 

shouted sharply. 

“Augustine Cavendish!” Augustine was sweating profusely, with an extremely 

nervous expression, and immediately reported his full name. 

“ba5tard!” The corporal shouted coldly, and the target of the submachine gun 

slammed into Augustine’s face. 

Augustine was knocked to the ground by the sudden violent impact. The two 

strong men watched Augustine fall to the ground, but they didn’t dare to 

make any movements. None of the twenty people dared to make the slightest 

sound. 

“Man, hand it over!” 

The corporal shouted angrily, and then there was the sound of a bullet being 

loaded, facing the wailing Augustine, as if he would pull the trigger at any 

moment. 

“People… ah, who is it, where is it!” Augustine was completely stunned by the 

blow just now, and now the corporal asked him for someone inexplicably, how 

could he know who it was. 

“ba5tard, I’ll shoot you if I don’t pay you!” The corporal raised his foot and 

kicked Augustine hard in the stomach. 

Augustine was hit twice in a row and almost passed out. 

“Mr. Lu, is this the person?” 



The car door opened, and seeing Daniel get out of the car, the captain asked. 

Daniel nodded. Judging from the surveillance video sent back, it was indeed 

this Augustine. 

But now, Augustine and his men are completely naked in Philadelphia, 

especially Augustine’s lower body is covered in blood. Something must have 

happened to him. Selena at this moment… should not be in his hands. 

“Where’s my wife?” Daniel first told the corporal to stop beating Augustine, 

then squatted down, his eyes were like icicles, looking at Augustine. 

“You…wife, who is your wife!” Augustine moved his body and stepped back, 

the terrible hostility on the man’s body made him almost dare not look 

directly. 

“Selena, the woman you caught during the day still has a shot in her leg.” 

Although Daniel’s tone was flat, the cold light in his eyes kept flickering, 

making people shudder. 

“Selena…I…I don’t know him, did you find the wrong person?” 

Augustine was horrified, what kind of background was that woman? 

It was satan first, and now there is another x** party, and the captain seems to 

be very polite to this man, could it be a major, or a colonel? 

Chapter 652 

Augustine originally thought that the regular army of Country X came for 

satan, but after a long time, it turned out that it was because of that Selena! 

The man in front of him said that Selena was his wife, but what about satan, 

isn’t Selena the woman of santan… 



At the moment, Augustine was in no mood to think about these things, and it 

was even more impossible for him to admit that he had done something to 

Selena. 

Therefore, Augustine insisted that he did not know Selena, nor did he rob the 

wife of the man in front of him. 

“Don’t tell me?” Daniel stood up, his eyes filled with overwhelming oppression, 

“There are many ways to make you speak, if you want to try.” 

Cold sweat was dripping on Augustine’s forehead. He looked at the man of 

unknown origin in front of him and thought to himself, since this man can 

insist that he did it, then there must be enough evidence. It is meaningless for 

him to quibble, he can only It’s just more suffering. 

“That woman… was snatched away just now!” After thinking for a while, 

Augustine decided to tell the truth. 

“ba5tard, why did you kidnap Mrs. Lu! Tell me!” The corporal at the side hit 

Augustine hard with the target. The tempers of these regular soldiers are not 

very good. 

Immediately, with howling like a slaughtered pig, a bloody gash was cut on 

Augustine’s face. 

“Tell me quickly, who has snatched Mrs. Lu, or she will be shot immediately!” 

The corporal looked fierce, like a wild beast. 

Before Augustine could speak, the captain walked up to Daniel and said softly, 

“Mr. Lu, I just learned from the surveillance footage that your wife was 

kidnapped by another group of people. Those people are still in Philadelphia.” 

“The other group…” Daniel frowned. 

What exactly did Selena do in Philadelphia, and who did she provoke. 



“However, Mr. Lu, those people… are probably not ordinary.” The captain said 

solemnly. From the surveillance footage, he found many military armored 

vehicles and heavy machine guns. 

After hearing the captain’s description, Daniel thought about it, and said 

without hesitation, “Go save my wife.” 

“Then what should we do with these people?” The captain looked at Augustine 

and his subordinates: “Or just shoot them?” 

Hearing this, Daniel shook his head. The image of this man repeatedly 

insulting Selena and even scratching her clothes appeared in his mind. He said 

with a cold expression, “I remember that your country X has a military torture 

system.” 

The captain instantly understood, “Haha, Mr. Lu, I understand what you mean, 

just leave these people to me, and Mr. Lu will never be disappointed.” 

“Thank you.” Daniel nodded slightly. 

“Put these people in the vehicle first, and take them away after the end!” The 

corporal next to the captain gave an order, and Augustine and a group of his 

men were escorted into the military vehicle one after another, with no room 

for resistance at all. 

At this moment, Augustine’s face was completely ashen. He thought that 

being abolished by Kevin was the most desperate result, but he never 

expected that there were more terrible things waiting behind. 

The x**fang torture system, that place is an absolute Shura hell… 

… 

Half an hour later, somewhere in Philadelphia. 



Two military fighter jets suddenly appeared above the city, and a number of 

land-occupied tanks drove up one after another below, forcing several 

armored vehicles to stop in place. 

Although there are heavy weapons on the armored vehicle, the people on the 

armored vehicle dare not tamper with the battlefield tanks. Those are the 

battlefield tanks of country X, not other toy cars… 

If it was really shot down with one shot, the armored vehicle would also have 

to be blasted into scrap iron. 

“X**fang?” Feng Jin couldn’t help being taken aback when he saw this. 

Could it be that there was so much movement tonight that it really surprised 

the x** party? 

NEXT CHAPTER 

Chapter 653 

At this moment, the two forces are confronting each other, full of gunpowder, 

but at present, no one dares to act rashly. 

“What’s going on?” Because the line stopped suddenly, a man’s voice came 

from a small silver car behind. 

In the car, Selena beside the man looked listless, her little face was pale due to 

excessive blood loss, and she had no energy to pay attention to what was 

happening outside. After hearing the movement, she only raised her eyelids a 

little, and then I closed my eyes again. 

Kevin got out of an armored vehicle and walked to the small silver car, “It’s 

from the military.” 
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Inside the car, the silver-haired man’s eyes were slightly cold when he heard 

the words, “Oh?” 

Philadelphia has always been a land of no one’s business, so the military will 

meddle in their own business this time? 

And judging by this posture, all the armaments that can be mobilized have 

been mobilized… 

“Interesting.” The corner of the man’s mouth curled slightly, and he pushed 

the door and got out of the car. 

On a field tank opposite, the captain saw the silver-haired man getting off the 

car, and the corner of his mouth twitched. He had a bad feeling when he was 

watching the surveillance, but he didn’t expect that this guy really came back… 

Come back, come back, you closed the door to trouble you, everyone has 

nothing to do with each other, but this time he has provoked difficult people, 

making their military caught in the middle, making it difficult for both sides. 

“Captain Vermont, it’s a pleasure to meet you… Why do you have time to drink 

tea with me today?” The man’s tone was so arrogant that he actually regarded 

Philadelphia as his own home. 

On the side, Feng Jin broke into a cold sweat because of the man’s arrogant 

tone, hey, this man really never knows how to restrain himself, their situation is 

already very dangerous, and now they have messed with people from the 

military, I’m afraid they can’t handle it today Unable to escape fully. 

The captain’s face was sharp when he heard the words, but he couldn’t get 

angry, and said in a deep voice, “Hand over the person you just arrested, and 

everyone will save trouble!” 

He also kept in mind the instructions from above and resolved it peacefully. 



If it’s just an Augustine, it’s easy to handle, but the one I’m facing now… If the 

two sides fight, the impact will be too great! 

The silver-haired man raised his brows slightly when he heard this, who did he 

arrest? 

“I don’t know who I caught?” The man asked in a very interested tone. 

The captain only thought he was trying to quibble, and was about to speak to 

persuade him, when a person stepped out of a car behind him. 

The man was still wearing the crisp black suit that just got off from the 

reception. His whole body seemed to be wrapped in the air of ice, and there 

was no warmth in his deep eyes. After he stood still, his thin lips opened 

slightly, and he said in a cold tone: ” My wife.” 

The moment the man appeared, the silver-haired man’s eyes changed 

abruptly, and his original indifference suddenly became sharp. He almost 

gritted his teeth and uttered three words: “Daniel…” 

Two men, separated by a distance of more than ten steps, one is evil and the 

other is cold. 

There seemed to be invisible smoke and sparks burning in the air. 

In the silver car not far away, Selena woke up with a jolt. 

what happened? 

Just now…why did she seem to hear Daniel’s voice just now? 

No, how could it be… 

How could Daniel appear in such a ghostly place? 



Must be hallucinations… 

The light in Selena’s eyes faded as soon as it rose, but after all, there was still 

hope, and she moved weakly towards the edge of the car window. 

The next second, when she saw the scene outside the window, she froze there. 

In front of the terrifying, black tanks and fighter jets, a tall and tall figure stood 

there like an iceberg, exuding a cold air, without a trace of tenderness, but it 

made her feel so warm that she wanted to cry… 

Daniel… 

It turned out…it was really him… 

After a suffocating silence, the silver-haired man opposite Daniel spoke first, 

“Oh, that’s ridiculous, who is your wife?” 

Before Daniel could speak, a small head popped out of the silver car, and 

waved his hands while howling, “I, I, I… I am!!!” 

Boss adults! Help! 

Chapter 654 

The moment he saw the girl, a crack opened on Daniel’s frozen face, “Selena…” 

From receiving Louis’s call to now, it was just a few hours, but it seemed as 

long as several lifetimes had passed. 

Now finally see her! 

Hearing Selena’s words, the expression on the silver-haired man’s face 

couldn’t hold back. He immediately turned around and cursed, “It’s a fart! Get 

the hell out of here! Kevin, take her away!” 



I’m upset just looking at it! 

How dare she cuckold him in front of him! 

It’s against her! 

Feng Jin coughed lightly, Feng Xiaoxiao rubbed her nose and looked at the 

sky speechlessly, Kevin walked over with a predictable expression, and started 

the engine. 

Seeing the scenery outside the window quickly receding, and Daniel’s figure 

getting farther and farther away from her, Selena became anxious all of a 

sudden, lying on the window of the car, she was very sad, “Woooooo…I won’t 

go…I won’t go…” 

Lord Boss, save me… save me… 

Seeing the girl’s pitiful little face, Daniel’s heart suddenly shrank into a ball, 

and he was more indescribably ecstatic. 

Isn’t this silver-haired man her favorite? 

Why did she just admit that…it was his wife… 

Could it be that they had a conflict? still is… 

At this time, the silver-haired man had already suppressed his anger that was 

about to get out of control, and said with a disdainful snort, “Oh, where were 

you when my baby was in danger? I saved her, so you are now an 

afterthought?” 

My baby? Hearing these four words, Daniel’s face immediately turned cold, 

and he said expressionlessly, “Who is the gift of my wife’s danger?” 

“You…” The man was blocked for words. 



It is true that Augustine got angry at Selena because of him. If he hadn’t 

invited Selena to come here, Selena would not have been in danger. 

Afterwards, the man didn’t know what he thought of, he showed a slightly 

suspicious look, and turned his head to look at Feng Xiaoxiao, “When did the 

dead girl change her name to wife?” 

A drop of cold sweat slid down Feng Xiaoxiao’s forehead, “Cough, Boss, my 

wife is not a name, but a name for my wife, roughly… that is, what my wife 

means…” 

The silver-haired man scolded immediately, “fcuk! What a fart! Have you 

received your certificate? You are a wife!” 

Seeing that Mrs. Lu was still safe, the captain finally breathed a sigh of relief, 

and continued to persuade, “Let Mrs. Lu go, we have everything we can say, 

and this is the end of our words. Otherwise, if you are still stubborn, don’t 

blame me for using force!” 

“Heh, I can’t wish for it.” Not only did the silver-haired man show no signs of 

fear, but he looked even more excited, his light brown eyes staring at Daniel’s 

direction like a beast. 

Seeing this, Feng Jin frowned, “Satan, no! The ship is almost here, we can leave 

immediately, there is no need to confront them at this time!” 

He was obviously very opposed to ruining all the plans for a woman. He didn’t 

agree to it when he faced Augustine in such a big battle before, fearing that 

something might happen, and the result was worse than he imagined! 

“Satan, forbearance is calm for a while, let the people be handed over to them 

first? We can…” 

“Shut up!” 



In desperation, Feng Jin looked at Feng Xiaoxiao for help. 

Feng Xiaoxiao shrugged her shoulders, with an expression of helplessness, she 

didn’t know why this guy would feel as if he had been beaten every time he 

encountered something related to Daniel, not to mention that this time it 

involved his junior sister, who would persuade him at this time? are all dead. 

Chapter 655 

On the other side, the captain was also persuading Daniel with a serious face, 

“Mr. Lu, the situation is not optimistic. I can only threaten to scare them, but if 

we really use force…that is absolutely not possible!” 

“Why not?” Daniel’s eyes were so murderous that he was ready to ignore it. 

The big deal is to agree to all the conditions of Minister Naka to take 

advantage of the fire, so what if this battle starts! 

Originally, the moment he saw the silver-haired man, he had some scruples, 

because he recognized that this was the man Selena had said she really liked. 

It turned out that she ran to Philadelphia secretly at the risk of many dangers, 

just to meet him? 

She was willing to follow him… 

Such a fact pierced into his heart like a sharp arrow, killing him. 

However, at the moment of his despair, Selena suddenly appeared, and she 

admitted that she was his wife! 

She clearly didn’t want to go with this man! 

She is begging for help! 



A moment of death, a moment of life. 

Daniel immediately returned to the human world from hell. 

No matter what, today, he must take her back! 

But at this moment, it was rare for the silver-haired man to have the same 

thoughts as Daniel. 

Dmn girl! Don’t want to come with me? 

Then I want to take you away! 

… 

“Brother, can you just let me go? Please, please?” 

“Eldest brother, if you let me go today, I will definitely repay you in the next 

life!” 

“Eldest brother, do you really disregard fellowship at all? Am I still your most 

beloved little junior sister?” 

… 

In the car, no matter how much Selena begged, Kevin was still unmoved by 

her words. 

Finally, Selena gave up and leaned on the back of the chair with nothing to 

love, thinking about the hasty side with Daniel just now, the more she thought 

about it, the more uncomfortable she felt. 

It would be fine if there was no hope, but at this time, she actually saw Daniel’s 

side… 



Although this little broken car looks broken, its performance is good and it 

drives very fast. 

Seeing that they were approaching the pier, a person suddenly appeared in 

front of their path. 

A person that neither she nor Kevin expected would appear here at this 

moment… 

Kevin slammed on the brakes and almost stopped only half a meter away from 

the man. 

I saw the person blocking their way, with naturally curly brown hair, tanned 

skin, and a unrestrained style in the brows, it turned out to be… 

Selena stuttered in shock, “Two two two…” 

“Two what two?” The man raised his eyebrows, and in an instant, thousands of 

trees bloomed like peach blossoms. 

“Second Senior Brother!!! Second Senior Brother! Second Senior Brother! 

Second Senior Brother, Second Senior Brother, Second Senior Brother…” 

Selena’s expression was as excited as if a fan of a brainless fan cheered when 

she saw her beloved idol. 

He even forgot about the pain on his leg, and climbed out of the car, and flew 

over, “Second Senior Brother! It’s really you!” 

The man laughed heartily, “Hahahahaha… Little Junior Sister, do you miss me?” 

“Think about it… Second Senior Brother, I miss you so much!” Selena’s eyes 

were full of tears. It had been a long time since I saw him, but she really 

missed him. 



Among the people back then, she was most afraid of, and Karl was the person 

she wanted to see and get close to the most. 

The man rubbed the girl’s slightly messy long hair, “Be good, be 

good…Second senior brother misses you too… Oh, my little sister’s hair is so 

long… The long hair is so beautiful… It turns out that little junior sister is really 

a beautiful girl…… …” 

 


